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Description

Socomec NET-VISION8-EMD | Environment Monitoring
Sensor
Introducing the Socomec NET-VISION8-EMD, the ultimate environmental monitoring sensor designed to seamlessly integrate
with Netys PR and ITYS systems. Engineered for precise monitoring of temperature and humidity, this state-of-the-art sensor
ensures optimal environmental conditions for your critical equipment. With the ability to connect directly to the NET-
VISION8CARD (SNMP card), the NET-VISION8-EMD offers real-time data and alerts, making it indispensable for maintaining your
IT infrastructure's health and reliability.

 

The NET-VISION8-EMD is perfect for businesses requiring meticulous environmental oversight. Whether you're managing a data
center or a server room, this sensor provides actionable insights through email or SNMP traps if the monitored values exceed
user-defined thresholds. Additionally, it features four digital inputs from dry contacts, allowing for comprehensive monitoring
and instant alarm triggers, safeguarding your operations against potential disruptions.

FEATURES
Connects to Net Vision systems for real-time environmental monitoring
Monitors ambient temperature and humidity accurately
Includes four digital inputs from dry contacts for versatile monitoring
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Provides email or SNMP trap alerts if values exceed user-defined thresholds
Triggers alarms if input contacts are closed or open, ensuring prompt response
Integrates with NET VISION for server shutdown conditions based on EMD events
User-configurable DIP code for customized setup

SPECIFICATIONS
Compatibility: Netys PR & ITYS (not compatible with previous versions NET VISION 7 & 6)
Network Address: 192.168.1.2
Ambient Temperature Range: User-specified, current reading 30.5°C
Humidity Range: User-specified, current reading 12%
Digital Inputs: 4 inputs from dry contacts
Alerts: Email or SNMP traps
Alarm Triggers: Based on input contact status
DIP Code: User configurable
Connection Requirement: Must connect to NET-VISION8CARD (SNMP card)

WARRANTY
1-year limited warranty
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